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Detailed Description of Collection

35mm slides
B1
“Shemya”
.1 – [view down gravel road to Copper Center Roadhouse; print date May 58]
.2 – [wooden buildings, Quonset huts, and storage tanks, Aleutian Islands; print date Sep 58]
.3 – [hangar, control tower, and runways at large airport; print date Sep 60]
.4 – [two men outside a newly constructed wooden building in a clearing in a wooded area; print date Nov 60]
.5 – [distant view of radar site on hilltop, identified in 2014 as Shemya Air Force Base; print date Feb 61]
.6 – [aerial of coastline, airplane wing in foreground, Aleutian Islands; print date Feb 61]
.7 – [aerial of buildings on coastal plain, identified in 2014 as Shemya Air Force Base barracks; print date Feb 61]
.8 – [aerial of coastline, airplane wing in foreground, Aleutian Islands; print date Feb 61]
.9 – [woman wearing fur-trimmed parka standing in doorway of Reeve Aleutian Airways airplane; print date Feb 61]
.10 – [view out automobile windshield to dilapidated Quonset hut on tundra in winter; print date Feb 61]
.11 – [automobiles parked near statue in a roundabout, not Alaska; print date Jun 61]
.12 – [two dogs amid debris, driftwood, and barrels on tundra, radar site on hilltop in background, Shemya Air Force Base? Print date Jul 61]
.13 – [man in Air Force uniform seated with three men in civilian dress inside restaurant or cafeteria; print date Jul 61]
.14 – [log buildings amid Alaska cotton plants, pine trees in background; print date Jul 61]
.15 – [view out airplane window on runway, two radomes on taiga in distance; print date Jul 61]
.16 – Murphy Dome [Shemya Air Force Base; print date Aug 61]
.17 – [Quonset hut with signs for “Wien Freight, Hughes, Alaska”; “No dog team on airport”; print date Aug 61]
.18 – [view down row of log buildings; print date Aug 61]
.19 – [view from airplane of buildings and towers at Bettles Field; print date Aug 61]
.20 – Leslie Gaines, the Balarinos [USO group on stage, with tap dancer, accordions and percussion; print date Aug 61]
.21 – Kot [dog yard, houses, and clothesline in Kotzebue; print date Aug 61]
.22 – [children on rocky beach, large buildings on bluff above; print date Sep 61]
.23 – [debris, including Marsden matting on winter tundra; print date Mar 62]
.24 – [debris on winter tundra; print date Mar 62]
.25 – [debris including tanker trucks on tundra near shoreline; print date Mar 62]
.26 – [remains of pier along shoreline; print date Mar 62]
.27 – [view out automobile windshield to small outbuilding on tundra; print date Mar 62]
.28 – [view out automobile windshield of large flock of birds flying; print date Mar 62]
.29 – [view out automobile windshield of dilapidated buildings on tundra; print date Mar 62]
.30 – [view out automobile windshield to mine or tunnel entrance; print date Mar 62]
.31 – [view down gravel road to radar installation; identified in 2014 as White Alice radar panels at Shemya Air Force Base; print date Mar 62]
.32 – [exterior of building T506, possibly at Shemya; print date Mar 62]
.33 – [buildings at military complex, possibly Shemya; print date Mar 62]
.34 – [large hangar at airport, possibly Shemya; print date Mar 62]
.35 – [gum emplacement on beach; print date Mar 62]
.36 – [remains of pier along shoreline; print date Mar 62]
.37 – [aerial with hangar at lower left, radome in distance; print date Mar 62]
.38 – [aerial of radar site, identified in 2014 as White Alice equipment at Shemya Air Force Base; print date Mar 62]
.39 – [view of Quonset huts from taxiing airplane; print date Apr 62]
.40 – [buildings, radome, and tropospheric scatter antennas, identified in 2014 as White Alice radar equipment at Shemya Air Force Base; print date Jun 62]
.41 – [view of bay, Quonset huts in foreground, docks in background; print date Jun 62]
.42 – [grave marker surrounded by picket fence, wooden Russian Orthodox cross, docks in background; print date Jun 62]
.43 – [grave marker surrounded by picket fence, wooden Russian Orthodox cross; print date Jun 62]
.44 – [wooden debris in foreground, two large cranes on docks in background, demolition? Print date Jun 62]
.45 – [view down dirt road to shoreline, debris on both sides of road; print date Jun 62]
.46 – [view of surf; print date Jun 62]
.47 – [piles of debris, including automobiles and trucks; print date Jun 62]
.48 – [truck on debris pile; print date Jun 62]
.49 – [debris pile including tankers and metal barrels; print date Jun 62]
.50 – [debris in landfill, with sign “No dumping”; print date Jun 62]
.51 – [debris in foreground, radome and tropospheric scatter antennas, identified in 2014 as White Alice radar equipment at Shemya Air Force Base; print date Jun 62]
.52 – [debris pile, including canned food and evaporated milk; print date Jun 62]
.53 – [debris in front of Warehouse 4; print date Jun 62]
.54 – [Arctic fox walking past dilapidated building; print date Jun 62]
.55 – [Arctic fox and kits next to dilapidated building; print date Jun 62]
.56 – [distant view of large cranes on docks; print date Jun 62]
.57 – [man feeding Arctic fox; print date Sep 62]
.58 – [Arctic foxes; print date Sep 62]
.59 – [Arctic fox; print date Sep 62]
.60 – [man approaching Arctic fox; print date Sep 62]
.61 – [Arctic fox; print date Sep 62]
.62 – [fossilized whale bone? print date Sep 62]
.63 – [three men and one woman in military uniform standing next to Reeve Aleutian Airways airplane, tail number N1990(?)];print date Sep 62]
.64 – [U.S. Army major, last name Rogers, smoking cigar, standing with other men at air base, aircraft in background; print date Aug 63]
.65 – [group portrait of five men, two wearing hardhats, Major Rogers at right, aircraft in background; print date Aug 63]
.66 – [view down dock, water and bluffs in distance; no date]
.67 – [view down dirt road to bay, glacier, snow-capped mountains, fireweed at right, Homer? No date]
.68 – [view down shoreline in winter, houses on bluff above, Kenai Peninsula? No date]
.69 – [large complex of buildings flying American flag; no date]
.70 – [debris pile of metal barrels; no date]
.71 – [debris pile on shoreline, with trucks and automobiles; no date]
“Fairbanks”
.76 – [interior of lobby or lounge, with tables, sofas, and fireplace, men sitting in far left corner; print date Feb 61]
.77 – [terminal building at Dutch Harbor airport, tail of Reeve Aleutian Airways airplane in foreground; print date Sep 62]
.78 – [winter street scene, with Christmas decorations and businesses including the Dog House, LA Pizza, and Frontier Outdoor Outfitters, Fairbanks; no date]
.79 – [winter street scene, with Florsheim Shoes, Sack’s Men’s Shop, and Dale’s Hollywood, Cushman Street, Fairbanks; no date]
.80 – [winter street scene with Sani-System Cleaners, fire hydrant box in foreground, Fairbanks, no date]
.81 – [two men playing chess on couch; no date]
.82 – [two men playing chess on couch, third seated at left, bookshelves in background; no date]
.83 – [photo of folder labeled “United States Army Alaska Information Folder, visit of Gen. J. Lawton Collins”; no date. Cf. .544]
.84 – [woman standing inside airplane, cargo at right; no date]
.85 – [distant view of Creamer’s Dairies; no date. Cf. .1063]
.86 – [gold dredge; no date]

“Valdez”
.87 – [scenic, view from dirt road of valley; print date May 58]
.88 – [wooden ruins on hillside, possible old grave markers, valley in distance; print date May 58]
.89 – [bird’s eye view of dirt road in valley; print date May 58]
.90 – [view down paved road through canyon; print date Jun 58]
.91 – [scenic of river and waterfalls in canyon, automobile at tunnel entrance at left; print date Jun 58]
.92 – [terminus of valley glacier; print date Jun 58]
.93 – [white crosses in cemetery, as seen from gravel road; print date Jun 58]
.94 – [horse in wooded area; print date Sep 60]
.95 – [homestead on lake shore, man and dog at right foreground; print date Sep 60]
.96 – [Alaska Railroad tanker cars, storage tanks, and building, Valdez; no date]
.97 – [scenic with gravelly creek, snow-capped mountains; no date]
.98 – [scenic with mountains, automobile in foreground; no date]
.99 – [boats, docks, and buildings along waterfront; no date]
.100 – [man wearing eyeglasses and baseball cap posed in field; no date]
.101 – [scenic with waterfalls; no date]
.102 – [Bridal Veil Falls; no date]
.103 – [rabbit in clearing; no date]
.104 – [scenic with waterfall; no date]
.105 – [beach or boat launch, with truck at right, buildings in background, sign reading “No Razor Clams Shall Be Taken”; no date]
.106 – [view down winter road, snowplow in distance; no date]
.107 – [bench made of railroad ties and large stone; no date. Cf. .697]
.108 – [exterior of single-story rectangular building with two doors, depot or terminal? No date]
.109 – [cemetery with spirit houses in wooded area; no date]
.110 – [building with sign Copper River General Merchandise Cash Store; no date]
.111 – [scenic of lake and snow-capped mountains; no date]
.112 – [bird’s eye view of buildings near crossroads in valley; no date. Cf. .116]
.113 – [scenic of lake; no date]
.114 – [log building with sign Chitina Gospel Chapel; no date. Printed backwards. Cf. .696]
.115 – [view down gravel road to snow-capped mountain; no date]
.116 – [bird’s eye view of buildings near crossroads in valley, lake at right; no date. Cf. .112]
.117 – [living room interior, with sofa, coffee table, houseplants; no date]
.118 – [aerial of town on coast, airplane wing in foreground; no date. At AFN 2016, location identified as Bethel]

“House—Alaska”
.119 – [ladder propped against wall of deep hole; print date Jul 63]
.120 – [pipe in hole; print date Jul 63]
.121 – [logs in square stack; print date Jul 63]
.122 – [survey markers in cleared area; print date Jul 63]
.123 – [similar to .122]
.124 – [van parked next to cleared area; print date Jul 63]
.125 – [lot being prepared for house construction; print date Jul 63]
.126 – [gravel piles; print date Jul 63]
.127 – [automobiles and boat on trailer parked next to house lot; print date Jul 63]
.128 – [similar to .127]
.129 – [gravel piles; print date Jul 63]
.130 – [lot being prepared for house construction; print date Aug 63]
.131 – [man preparing house foundation; print date Aug 63]
.132 – [boxes for poured concrete foundation; print date Aug 63]
.133 – [woman standing next to foundation; print date Aug 63]
.134 – [man framing house; print date Aug 63]
.135 – [man using hose, possibly to wet concrete; print date Aug 63]
.136 – [similar to .135]
.137 – [Alagco cement mixer at house lot; print date Aug 63]
.138 – [pouring concrete for house foundation; print date Aug 63]
.139 – [similar to .138]
.140 – [Link-Belt crane and Alagco cement mixer at house construction site; print date Aug 63]
.141 – [crane operating at house construction site; print date Aug 63]
.142 – [man standing in doorway of house being framed; print date Oct 63]
.143 – [house framing; print date Oct 63]
.144 – [man working on framing house; print date Oct 63]
.145 – [similar to .143]
.146 – [similar to .143]
.147 – [similar to .143]
.148 – [similar to .143]
.149 – [similar to .143]
.150 – [similar to .143]
.151 – [two men sitting inside house under construction; print date Oct 63]
.152 – [saw, tool belt, and sections of piping on ground at house construction site; print date Oct 63]
.153 – [crane operating at house construction site; print date Oct 63]
.154 – [house foundation; print date Oct 63]
.155 – [dump truck dumping dirt at house lot; print date Apr 64]
.156 – [front end loader moving dirt on house lot; print date Apr 64]
.157 – [man operating International front end loader at house construction site; print date Apr 64]
.158 – [house foundation; print date Apr 64]
.159 – [similar to .158]
.160 – [similar to .158]
.161 – [automobile, Chevy Cameo pickup truck, and Puget Sound Van Lines trailers in lot; print date Apr 64]
.162 – [Puget Sound Van Lines trailer at house construction site, pile of lumber at left, three men with motorcycle at right; print date Apr 64]
.163 – [similar to .162]
.164 – [trailer and supplies at house construction site; print date Apr 64]
.165 – [men working on house under construction; print date Apr 64]
.166 – [similar to .165]
.167 – [crane and men at work on house construction site; print date Apr 64]
.168 – [similar to .167]
.169 – [two men wearing overalls working on house construction; print date Apr 64]
.170 – [house under construction; print date Apr 64]
.171 – [house under construction; print date Apr 64]
.172 – [close-up of pipe from concrete tank; print date Apr 64]
.173 – [concrete tank, possibly septic system; print date Apr 64]
.174 – [finished house; print date Apr 64]
.175 – [close-up of exterior wall of finished house; print date Apr 64]
.176 – [winter street scene in residential area, Swank house at right; print date Apr 64]
.177 – [ground being thawed at construction site in winter, excavator at right; print date Apr 64]
.178 – [scenic with full moon; no date]
“Trinity Islands Radar Site”
.179 – [aerial of distant radar site on mountain in winter, airplane wing in foreground; print date Feb 61]
.180 – [view down partially thawed river, with several airplanes on skis, man on all-terrain vehicle in center, buildings in left background, photographer’s shadow in foreground; print date Jun 61]
.181 – [aerial of village on tundra next to large river; print date Jun 61]
.182 – [aerial of village, river, and airstrip; print date Jun 61. At AFN 2016, location identified as Bethel, with old airport in background]
.183 – [distant view of radar site on hilltop from airstrip, with tail of Air Force airplane in foreground, number 360; print date Jun 61]
.184 – [people on ground next to airstrip, as seen from airplane, some possibly Alaska Territorial Guard members; print date Apr 62]
.185 – [aerial of village with large church on spit of land; print date Jun 61. At AFN 2016, location identified as Nikolski]
.186 – [view down coastline to Quonset huts on tundra; no date]
.187 – [view down dirt road to Quonset huts at base of bluff; no date]
.188 – [distant view of debris on tundra, dog in foreground; no date]
.189 – [aerial of coastline in winter, airplane propeller in foreground; no date]
.190 – [truck stopped on dirt road in winter, two men in back of truck, one man walking at left; no date]
.191 – [view down dirt road, utility poles in middle ground, radar site on tundra in far distance; no date]
.192 – [fishing boat in bay as seen from gravel beach, driftwood in foreground; no date]
.193 – [two men kneeling on gravel beach with hands posed as if in prayer, road extending back from beach to hills in distance; no date]
.194 – [man in military uniform sitting next to parked Jeep, possibly inside airplane; no date. Cf. .1066]
.195 – [aerial of rocky coastline; no date]
.196 – [family eating in dining room or office space, woman and two young boys at table, one man wearing rain gear leaning against desk, man wearing military uniform standing next to file cabinet; no date]
.197 – [concrete structure at radar site, possibly Sitkinak Island; no date]

B2
“Radar sites”
.198 – [metal barrels and other materials outside building on dirt road, radome on bluff above, identified in 2014 as Newenham/Romanzof White Alice Station; print date Sep 58. Cf. .705]
.199 – [bird’s eye view of large building complex and Quonset huts on dirt road in valley, identified in 2014 as Romanzof radar site buildings; print date Sep 58]
.200 – [damaged airplane, aircraft accident, Fleet Air Transport, possibly Beechcraft Model 18 tail number N6646C; print date Sep 58]
.201 – [downed Fleet Air Transport, possibly Beechcraft Model 18 tail number N6646C, building and coastline in background; print date Sep 58]
.202 – [view from inside tram car at radar site; print date Sep 59]
.203 – [cemetery with white cross grave markers, possibly airstrip in background; print date Jul 61. At AFN 2016, location identified as Unalakleet, with Blueberry Hill in distance]
.204 – [view from tram car of tram tower, shoreline below; print date Aug 61]
.205 – [view down road to unidentified White Alice site, with radome and tropospheric scatter antennas; print date Mar 62]
.206 – [view across winter tundra to unidentified White Alice site; no date]
.207 – [rusting LCM landing craft on rocky beach; no date]
.208 – [scenic of winter tundra and mountains; no date]
.209 – [distant view of radar site on hilltop, identified in 2014 as Sparrevohn White Alice site; no date]
.210 – [two men wearing hard hats standing in front of radar dish under construction at unidentified White Alice site; no date]
.211 – [man wearing hard hat thawing ground at White Alice site under construction; no date]
.212 – [radar dish under construction at unidentified White Alice site; no date]
.213 – [two men wearing hard hats standing at construction site; no date]
.214 – [radar dish under construction at unidentified White Alice site; no date]
.215 – [White Alice radar and tropospheric scatter antennas at unidentified White Alice site; no date]
.216 – [similar to .215, identified in 2014 as possibly Sparrevoohn White Alice site; no date]
.217 – [distant view of radar site on hilltop, identified in 2014 as Sparrevoohn White Alice site; no date]
.218 – [man standing next to storage tanks, radar site in far distant left background; no date]
.219 – [man standing in front of radome being painted; no date]
.220 – [view across winter tundra to radar site, identified in 2014 as King Salmon White Alice site, photographer’s shadow in foreground; no date]
.221 – [man standing in front of tunnel entrance in winter; no date]
.222 – [distant view of unidentified White Alice site on hilltop in winter; no date]

“Electrical Radar Site?”
.223 – [close-up of top of utility pole; print date Jan 62]
.224 – [similar to .223]
.225 – [similar to .223]
.226 – [White Alice radar equipment and antennas at unidentified site; no date]
.227 – [view down road to White Alice radar equipment and antennas at unidentified site; no date]
.228 – [similar to .227]
.229 – [White Alice radar dish; no date]
.230 – [close-up of damaged cable on ground; no date]
.231 – [similar to .230]
.232 – [close-up of cable on ground; no date]
.233 – [close-up of damaged cable on ground; no date]
.234 – [similar to .233]
.235 – [similar to .233]
.236 – [similar to .233]
.237 – [view along cable laid aboveground on tundra; no date]
.238 – [close-up of cable housing on ground; no date]
.239 – [view along cable being prepared for burial, buildings in background; no date]
.240 – [top of utility pole; no date]
.241 – [utility poles and platforms, one holding barrels of diesel fuel oil, next to building; no date]
.242 – [interior of electrical room, man at right looking at levers; no date]
.243 – [bank of control panels in electrical room, White Alice site; no date]
.244 – [three men standing next to control panels in power house of unidentified White Alice site; no date]
.245 – [two men at desk in electrical room at White Alice site; no date. Cf. .634, possibly Unalakleet Air Force Station]
.246 – [control gauges in mechanical room at White Alice site; no date]
.247 – [conduit and valves in mechanical room; no date]
.248 – [similar to .247]
.249 – [cables on ground in muddy clearing; no date]
.250 – [equipment in mechanical room; no date]
.251 – [debris on winter tundra; no date]
.252 – [fuse boxes in electrical room; no date]

“Alcan”
.253 – [scenic with partially frozen river, mountains; no date]
.254 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.255 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.256 – [scenic of winter taiga; no date]
.257 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.258 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.259 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.260 – [Milepost 0 at Dawson Creek; no date. Cf. .1038]
.261 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.262 – [view down highway in winter, bridge over river in right background; no date]
.263 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.264 – [view down highway in winter, photographer’s shadow in foreground; no date]
.265 – [view down highway in winter, bridge in distance; no date]
.266 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.267 – [Milepost 0 at Dawson Creek; no date]
.268 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.269 – [view down highway in winter, photographer’s shadow in foreground; no date]

“Dogs – Sleds & Races”
.270 – [spectators watching dog team running down street, Nome; print date Apr 62]
.271 – [similar to .270, with businesses including A. Polet Eskimo Arts & Crafts shop; print date Apr 62]
.272 – [similar to .270, with businesses including A. Polet Eskimo Arts & Crafts shop, Dorothy’s, Arctic Oil Delivery; print date Apr 62]
.273 – [similar to .270, with musher visible and businesses including A. Polet Eskimo Arts & Crafts shop, Dorothy’s, Arctic Oil Delivery; print date Apr 62]
.274 – [musher wearing bib #2 leading team down Nome street, past Nome Hardware and Dodge Plymouth Sales; print date Apr 62]
.275 – [two mushers racing teams down Nome street, past spectators and Northern Commercial Co.; print date Apr 62]
.276 – [two mushers racing on winter trail, Anchorage; no date]
.277 – [musher racing on winter trail, Anchorage; no date]
.278 – 53250 [musher racing on winter trail, Anchorage; no date]
.279 – [musher racing team on city street, Anchorage? no date]
.280 – [musher wearing bib #10 racing team on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Koslosky’s Store for Men, Stewart’s Photo Shop, D & D Bar & Café, and The Bon; no date]
.281 – [dog team in harness on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.282 – [musher leading dog team past spectators outside federal building on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.283 – [musher leading dog team past spectators on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.284 – [musher leading dog team past spectators and businesses including Pacific Northern Airlines, Rexall Drugs, and Hewitt’s Drugs, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.285 – [several dog teams in harness, lined up at start, spectators standing behind, Chugach Mountains in distance, Anchorage; no date]
.286 – [Alaska Native woman standing in back of dog truck with several dogs, Anchorage; no date]
.287 – [man and woman standing with dog team in harness, boy holding camera at left, Chugach Mountains in distance, Anchorage; no date]
.288 – [several dog teams in harness, lined up at start, spectators standing on snow banks, Anchorage; no date]
.289 – [spectators lined up to watch races, Mount Susitna in background, Anchorage; no date]
.290 – [spectators’ automobiles parked along road in Anchorage, Tudor Road? No date]
.291 – [man posed standing in boat holding string of fish; no date]
.292 – [dog teams lining up in front of 4th Avenue Theater in Anchorage, Fur Rendezvous banner stretched across street; no date]
.293 – [musher leading single dog in harness past spectators and merry-go-round, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.294 – [musher leading team past spectators, merry-go-round, and businesses including National Bank of Alaska, “Anchorage All-America City” banner over Fourth Avenue; no date]
.295 – [two dogs tied to trees; no date]
.296 – [similar to .295]
.297 – [young musher leading single dog in harness past spectators and Igloo Café, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.298 – [musher leading team past spectators, merry-go-round, and businesses including Ellen’s Jeweler’s and National Bank of Alaska, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.299 – [similar to .292]
.300 – [similar to .297]
.301 – [musher wearing bib #2 leading dog team past spectators gathered on City Hall lawn, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.302 – [musher leading team past spectators and businesses including Ellen’s Jeweler’s and National Bank of Alaska, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.303 – [musher wearing bib #6 leading team past spectators and businesses including Ellen’s Jeweler’s and National Bank of Alaska, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.304 – [female musher leading team leading team past spectators and businesses including Smart Shop, Carlquist Jewelers, Mode O’ Day Gifts, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]

“Alaska Misc.”
.305 – [view down highway in winter; print date Feb 58]
.306 – [scenic of taiga; print date Feb 60]
.307 – [scenic of mountains and valley glacier terminus; print date Jul 60. Cf. .815]
.308 – [scenic of forest and mountains; print date Sep 60]
.309 – [view down winding road in mountainous area with concrete abutment; print date Sep 62]
.310 – [distant view of highway suspension bridge; print date Oct 62]
.311 – [view down highway through taiga; print date Oct 62]
.312 – [distant view of highway truss bridge; print date Oct 62]
.313 – [weir on river; print date Oct 62]
.314 – [Anchorage house in winter, decorated for Christmas, hoar frost on trees; print date Oct 62]
.315 – [girl standing next to Christmas tree in living room, house interior; print date Jan 68]
.316 – Turnagain Arm [bird’s eye view of Cook Inlet looking south towards Point Woronzof; no date]
.317 – 4th Ave at T. Arm [residential yard overlooking Cook Inlet, with rose garden, wheelbarrow filled with flowers; no date]
.318 – So. of Anch. [automobile parked next to house, Chugach Mountains in background; no date]
.319 – So. of Anch. [buildings, walled tent, and laundry on clothesline, with dirt road in foreground and Chugach Mountains in background; no date]
.320 – So. of Anch. [view down newly paved road, houses at right; no date]
.321 – [scenic of river and mountains, road at left; no date]
.322 – [view down highway in summer; no date]
.323 – Lower base, F-15 [military installation at base of rolling hills; no date]
.324 – [people swimming at Lake Spenard; no date]
.325 – [view down gravel road to truss bridge, sign at right for Moose Horn Cabins, Soldotna; no date]
.326 – [view from road to Knik River bridge, automobile in foreground; no date]
.327 – [exterior of large building, not Alaska; no date]
.328 – [two men standing next to picket fence on bluff above Cook Inlet; no date]
.329 – [scenic of mountains in winter; no date]
.330 – [night street scene with neon lights, woman standing on sidewalk next to businesses including The Hut and Polar Bar, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date, 1950s]
.331 – [female soldiers marching in parade, passing Hewitt’s Drugs, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]
.332 – [view down highway in summer; no date]
.333 – [military tanks on parade on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with banners for Fur Rendezvous and Anchorage All-America City hanging over street; no date, circa 1956]
.334 – [view down highway in winter, probably Alaska Highway; no date]

“Flowers”
.335 – [crocus; print date May 58]
.336 – [porcupine in tree; print date Jun 58]
.337 – [red berries; print date Jun 58]
.338 – [distant view of people walking in large field, possibly fireweed in background, mountains in distance; print date Jun 58]
.339 – [low yellow flowers in sandy soil; print date print date Jun 58]
.340 – [Canadian dogwood; print date Jun 58]
.341 – [dandelions; print date Jun 58]
.342 – [dandelions; print date Jun 58]
.343 – [dwarf fireweed; print date Sep 60]
.344 – [dwarf lupine; print date Jun 62]
.345 – [flower garden with lavender and poppies; print date Jul 66]
.346 – [pods on Arctic groundcover plant; no date]
.347 – [similar to .346]
.348 – [white Arctic flower; no date]
.349 – [pink Arctic flower and lichens; no date]
.350 – [similar to .349]
.351 – [dwarf fireweed; no date]
.352 – [Sitka burnet; no date]
.353 – [wildflowers along small creek; no date]
.354 – [similar to .353]
.355 – [Arctic flowers and lichens, with pocketknife included for size comparison; no date]
.356 – [red berries; no date]
.357 – [Arctic plants; no date]
.358 – [trees; no date]
.359 – [cow parsnip and fireweed; no date]
.360 – [ice on mosses; no date]
.361 – [fireweed; no date]
.362 – [Tundra [Arctic plants in autumn; no date]
.363 – [pink Arctic flowers; no date]
.364 – [pink Arctic flowers; no date]
.365 – [flowers and plants near a water seep; no date]
.366 – [yellow Arctic flowers; no date]
.367 – [yellow pond lily; no date]
.368 – [scenic of coastline, Kenai Peninsula? no date]
.369 – [lupine; no date]
.370 – Water lilies [scenic of lake with yellow pond lilies; no date]
.371 – [pink Arctic flowers; no date]
.372 – [pink wildflowers; no date]
.373 – [yellow Arctic flowers; no date]
.374 – [yellow Arctic flowers; no date]
.375 – [extensive garden in front of house; no date]
.376 – [pink Arctic flowers; no date]
.377 – [field of wildflowers; no date]
.378 – [Sitka rose; no date]
.379 – [similar to .378]

B3

“Earthquake”
.380 – [Fifth Avenue street scene showing damage to Penney’s garage, with crane and businesses including Book Cache, National Bank of Alaska, and Nerland’s; print date Apr 64]
.381 – [Fifth Avenue street scene showing damage to Penney’s garage, with crane, trucks, and military guard at blockade, businesses including Craig’s and Nerland’s; print date Apr 64]
.382 – [street scene at corner of Fifth Avenue, with Alaska Mutual Savings Bank Earthquake Annex; print date Apr 64]
.383 – [residential area, with fissure in earth in foreground; print date Apr 64]
.384 – [damage in residential area; print date Apr 64]
.385 – [damage to building at corner of K Street; print date Apr 64]
.386 – [damage to Four Seasons Apartments; print date Apr 64]
.387 – [different view of Four Seasons Apartments; print date Apr 64]
.388 – [damage in residential area; print date Apr 64]
.389 – [damage to apartment building in residential area; print date Apr 64]
.390 – [damage in residential area, Cook Inlet at end of street at right; print date Apr 64]
.391 – [damage to Anchorage Hardware & Sporting Goods; print date Apr 64]
.392 – [damage on Fourth Avenue, including Northern Jewelers, Seidenverg and Kay, Hobby Lobby, D & D Bar & Café; print date Apr 64]
.393 – [damage on Fourth Avenue, including D & D Bar & Café and BJ’s Billiards; print date Apr 64]
.394 – [damage on Fourth Avenue, including Denali Theater; print date Apr 64]
.395 – [damage in residential area; print date Apr 64]
.396 – [damage to Alaska Sales & Service; print date Apr 64]
.397 – [another view of Alaska Sales & Service; print date Apr 64]
.398 – [damage to building at Fifth Avenue and C Street, Wolfe’s Department Store; print date Apr 64]
.399 – [damage on Fifth Avenue, including Uptown Beauty Salon, crane at end of street; print date Apr 64]
.400 – [damage on Fourth Avenue, with businesses including Ellen’s Jewelers, Hofbrau, Anchorage Hardware & Sporting Goods, D & D Bar & Café, The Hub, and National Bank of Alaska, McKinley Apartments in distance; print date Apr 64]
.401 – [damage on Fourth Avenue, including Logemann Building, Ellen’s Jewelers, Hofbrau, Anchorage Hardware & Sporting Goods, D & D Bar & Café, The Hub, and National Bank of Alaska, McKinley Apartments in distance; print date Apr 64]
.402 – [musher sponsored by Carr’s Food Center leading team on winter trail; Anchorage; no date]
.403 – [dog team in harness on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage; no date]

“Anchorage Houses, 1968”
.404 – [exterior of house in wooded area, Chevy Cameo truck in driveway; print date Jun 62]
.405 – [exterior of wooden house with brick chimney in residential area, flowers behind low stone wall; print date Apr 64]
.406 – [exterior of house in residential area, decorated for Christmas; print date Jan 67]
.407 – [two young girls kneeling in front of Christmas tree in living room, opening presents; print date Jan 67]
.408 – [family posed on steps of house in residential area; print date Jan 68]
.409 – [similar to .408]
.410 – [view across street in residential area, showing houses and trees covered in heavy snow; print date Jan 68]
.411 – [exterior of house in residential area, decorated for Christmas, fire hydrant in foreground; print date Jan 68]
.412 – [night photography, house decorated for Christmas; print date Jan 68]
.413 – [similar to .412]
.414 – [exterior of house in residential area in winter; print date Apr 69]
.415 – [exterior of same house as in .414, in summer; print date Feb 70]
.416 – [two children asleep in crib; no date]

“Local People”
.417 – [woman standing with boy and girl, both wearing ice skates, on frozen lake at base of bluff; no date]
.418 – [three young boys on frozen lake, one riding bicycle; no date]
.419–.422 – [scenes from a party, men and women indoors playing games, cf. .942 et seq.; at AFN 2013, location identified as Browning Hall, Point Hope; at AFN 2014, location challenged, suggested as Kotzebue; at AFN 2015, location confirmed as Kotzebue]
.419 – [at AFN 2015, identified as Franklin Harris (foreground), left to right: Norma Mendenhall, Rhoda Greene, Lorena Henry, Rita Driggs, unknown, unknown]
.420 – [unidentified people]
.421 – [at AFN 2014, identified as Shishmaref people, including Emily Monroe wearing eyeglasses and red headscarf, woman wearing red scarf and fur parka tentatively identified as Susook or Ahmoyak, woman wearing striped parka tentatively identified as McCenna Norton, girl second from right as Ruth Norton. At AFN 2015, identified as
(right to left): unknown, Ruth Norton, Sagainiq Kenworthy, possibly Lettie Susook, unknown, unknown, Meda Sheldon, Sarah Harris

.422 – [at AFN 2014, man pointing at camera identified as Frank Lazarus, man seated at left as Dick Norton, man standing at right as possibly James McClelland or Howard Monroe Sr. At AFN 2015, woman and man at left identified as Minnie Norton and Frank Norton, man and woman at right as Howard Monroe and Emily Monroe, woman in center wearing red parka as Carrie Uhl]

.423 – [man, woman, and young girl, all in fur parkas, standing near mobile stairway for Reeve Aleutian Airways airplane at airport; print date Feb 58. Cf. .926]

.424 – [street scene at Fourth Avenue and F Street in Anchorage, with Smart Shop and City Hall, Anchorage All-America City and Fur Rendezvous banners hung across street; print date Jul 60]

.425 – [man standing next to burned moose hide art hanging on wall; no date]

.426 – [Alaska Native girl and boy standing at airport, Anchorage? No date. Cf. .583]

“Miscellaneous” [1]

.427 – [view along shoreline, boat in foreground, church in distance; print date Sep 58. At AFN 2016, location identified as Bethel]

.428 – [building complex with sign for Alaska Native Hospital, Bethel; print date Jul 59]

.429 – [back of pickup truck loaded with supplies, including Camel cigarettes and canisters of possibly propane; print date Jul 59]

.430 – [back of pickup truck with luggage and canisters of possibly propane; print date Jul 59]

.431 – [bird’s eye view of waterfront and docks, not Alaska; print date Jun 61]

.432 – [customers inside restaurant or bar with large duck mural; print date Jun 61]

.433 – [aerial of gold dredge in abandoned mining operation; print date Aug 61]

.434 – [winter street scene with pedestrians, automobiles, buildings, children with sled, woman holding motion picture camera; print date Apr 62. At AFN 2013, identified as Front Street, Nome, with Modern Cleaners building at left; Rose Johnson in red and white headscarf at middle left]

.435 – [fox at base of radar at unidentified White Alice site; print date Sep 62]

.436 – [wreckage of Air Force airplane crash on taiga in spring, tail number 0-51555[?]; no date]

.437 – [similar to .436]

.438 – [similar to .436]

.439 – [similar to .436]

.440 – [similar to .436]

.441 – [interior of crashed airplane; no date]

.442 – [similar to .436]

.443 – [distant view of radome on hilltop in spring, unidentified White Alice site; no date]

.444 – [similar to .443]

.445 – [similar to .443]

.446 – [military float in parade on Anchorage Fourth Avenue, passing spectators and Hewitt’s Drugs, Fur Rendezvous? No date]
.447 – [woman wearing apron, washing dishes in sink in kitchen; no date. Cf. .452, Mabel Michaels?]
.448 – [woman wearing mouse ears and two men, one with accordion, on stage in hall, sign behind them for 719th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron; no date]
.449 – [similar to .448, different singer; no date]
.450 – [different acts on same stage as in .448; no date]
.451 – [aerial of braided river; no date]
.452 – Mable Michaels [woman wearing apron standing in doorway with dog, same woman as in .447; no date]
.453 – [similar to .452]
.454 – [view up to village buildings on bluff, metal barrels in middle ground, dog in foreground; no date. At AFN 2017, location identified as Bethel, with the old Alaska Commercial Co. store in center background]
.455 – [kitchen at military installation, with soldiers in uniform and men in cooks’ uniforms; no date]
.456 – [exterior of Pacific Northern Airlines airport terminal in winter, King Salmon; no date]
.457 – [sign, “Base Alert Crew;” no date]
.458 – [man and woman standing next to Pacific Northern Airlines airport terminal in winter, King Salmon; no date]
.459 – [two men crouched next to brick building; no date]
.460 – [view down dirt road across tundra in winter; no date]
.461 – [similar to .460]
.462 – [village in winter, with buildings, storage tanks, and dry-docked fishing boat; no date. At AFN 2016, location identified as Diamond NN Cannery in South Naknek]
.463 – [dry-docked fishing boats, possibly cannery docks; no date]
.464 – [man wearing eyeglasses and heavy clothing holding shoulder bag and standing in plowed-out area on tundra in winter; no date. Same man as in .533]
.465 – [soldiers playing ping pong in recreation room, 719th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron; no date]
.466 – [semi-subterranean building in winter, possibly radar site; no date]
.467 – KS Alaska, King Salmon [portrait of man wearing boots, hat, packboard, and firearm holster around neck, holding walking stick, water in background; no date]
.468 – [woman wearing apron standing in kitchen, Mabel Michaels? No date Cf. 447, .452]
.469 – [two children standing outside shingled house, laundry on clothesline at right; no date. At AFN 2017, location tentatively identified as Hiratsuka house at Ekuk]
.470 – Ball, Wm. Boorman [two men standing on shoreline in spring, village buildings in left background, Alaska Native man holding shovel; no date. At AFN 2016, man holding shovel identified as Gust Tugatuk of Manokotak]
.471 – [man and woman behind counter of restaurant, Mabel Michaels at right, two customers on stools; no date]
.472 – [military airplane dropping parachutes; no date]
.473 – [number never assigned]
.474 – [parachutes landing on winter tundra; no date]
.475 – [similar to .474]
.476 – [woman, girl, and boy posed with dog outside house in winter; no date. Cf. .959. At AFN 2018, identified as Dillingham]

.477 – [men hooking pile of lumber to cables attached to tram car, military truck parked at left, unidentified radar site, possibly Romanzof; no date. Cf. .840]

.478 – [passengers in tram car or waiting at upper platform, one in military uniform, unidentified radar site; no date]

.479 – [tram car arriving at upper platform, unidentified radar site; no date]

.480 – [soldier sitting on side of road in winter, radomes in background, unidentified White Alice site; no date]

.481 – [village in winter, two military men standing in foreground, one holding camera; no date. At AFN 2016, location tentatively identified as old Moravian area of Bethel]

.482 – [man standing in doorway of Air Force helicopter, possibly Piasecki H-21 Workhorse/Shawnee; no date. Cf. .565]

.483 – [building under construction; no date]

.484 – [view up washed-out gully on tundra; no date]

.485 – [military men eating inside cafeteria; no date]

.486 – [night photography, with crescent moon and pine tree decorated for Christmas; no date]

.487 – [military men hanging out in kitchen area of cafeteria; no date]

.488 – [man wearing packboard with stuff sack and axe hiking across taiga; no date]

.489 – Karl Keaton, KS, K. Salmon [portrait of man seated on cot; no date]

.490 – [Air Force experimental airplane in flight; no date. Cf. .529]

.491 – [exterior of building in winter, bell on roof; no date. At AFN 2016, identified as old school house in Bethel, demolished in 1964]

.492 – [soldiers posed outside of Quonset hut with game from hunting, possibly ducks or ptarmigan, one man holding rifle; no date. Cf. .625, Unalakleet Air Force Station staff]

.493 – [man standing with small airplane, tail number USDI N785; no date. Cf. .498, .749, .991. Identified by Ted Spencer as a Boeing YL-15 “Scout” observation plane]

.494 – [woman seated with infant on airplane; no date]

.495 – USAF [illegible] camp, Naknek Lake [aerial of camp on river; no date]

.496 – King Salm. Apt. [snow removal at airport, King Salmon; no date]

.497 – [fishing boat FWS King in dry dock; no date. Cf. .582]

.498 – [same airplane as in .493; no date. Identified by Ted Spencer as a Boeing YL-15 “Scout” observation plane]

.499 – Clam Gulch [Clam Gulch Store, grocery store; no date]

.500 – [two helicopters at airport, possibly Sikorsky H-19 Chickasaw; no date. Cf. .557]

.501 – [interior of lounge or recreation room, portraits of pilots mounted along walls; no date]

“Miscellaneous” [2]

.502 – [scenic of lake; May 58]

.503 – [similar to .502]

.504 – [crowd gathered outside Jonas Bros. Furs in Anchorage; print date Jul 60]
.505 – [Fourth Avenue street scene, looking east from federal building, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Smart Shop, banners for All-America City, Fur Rendezvous, and Welcome Ike; print date Jul 60]
.506 – [marmot; print date Sep 60]
.507 – [juvenile bald eagle; print date Sep 60. Cf. .820]
.508 – [bird’s eye view of Cook Inlet, Alaska Railroad tracks below; print date Jul 61]
.509 – [soldiers and civilians standing near trucks and Jeep parked on gravel clearing, one man holding camera; print date Jul 61. Cf. .712]
.510 – [aerial of unidentified radar site on hilltop; print date Jul 61]
.511 – [aerial of large farm; print date Aug 61]
.512 – Fox [fox on tundra; print date Aug 61]
.513 – [distant view of military installation at base of mountains in winter, Romanzof radar site? print date Mar 62]
.514 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, business with sign reading “I knew it was tough to make a living in Alaska but I didn’t think we’d go “in the hole” this bad!”; print date Apr 64]
.515 – [docks with ship Zuiderkerk, Amsterdam? Print date Jul 66]
.516 – [view from water of A-J Mine, Juneau; print date Jan 67]
.517 – [view of town from water; print date Jan 67. At AFN 2016, location identified as Douglas Island]
.518 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, view looking west on Fourth Avenue, with businesses including Green’s Fine Furs, Hertz Rent-a-Car, Union 76, Denali Theater, Bowling Emporium; print date Dec 67]
.519 – [view of city from water, not Alaska; print date Oct 68]
.520 – [collection of luggage tags on refrigerator; print date Apr 69. Cf. .669]
.521 – [porcupine; print date Jun 73]
.522 – [scenic of lake or inlet, mountains with termination dust; print date Sep 76]
.523 – End of 4th Ave [bird’s eye view of Cook Inlet taken from parking area with two telescope viewers mounted in foreground; no date]
.524 – [night photography, automobiles parked outside Nome Hardware in winter; no date]
.525 – [woman wearing fur-trimmed parka standing at counter in airport terminal, with signs for Wien Airlines, Alaska Airlines, and Pacific Alaska Airlines, large mural on wall at right; no date]
.526 – Lic tag [close-up of automobile license plate and Elmendorf AFB tag; no date]
.527 – [exterior of building nearly buried in snow, with moose antlers and signs for 719th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron and “Roof Off Limits”; no date]
.528 – [scenic of low brush on winter tundra, man standing at far left; no date]
.529 – [same airplane as in .490 flying low over airport, sign in foreground “Passengers please remain inside gate until flight is called”; no date]
.530 – [dog yard in village in winter, sled at left, buildings in background; no date. At AFN 2018, tentatively identified as Kotzebue]
.531 – [similar to .530. At AFN 2016, location tentatively identified as Barrow]
.532 – [view down waterfront in winter, with village buildings at right; no date. At AFN 2016, location identified as Kotzebue, with Wien Arctic Hotel in center]
.533 – [man wearing eyeglasses, heavy clothing, and fur mittens standing next to Cessna 170B airplane tail number N3469C in winter, automobiles in background; no date. Same man as in .464]
.534 – [similar to .533]
.535 – [marmot next to building; no date]
.536 – [view down road paralleling river in canyon; no date. Cf. .570]
.537 – [similar to .536]
.538 – Naknek River [view down partially frozen river; no date]
.539 – [aerial of farmland and snow-covered volcano; no date]
.540 – [bathers at Lake Spenard; no date]
.541 – [sign for “Powder Room”; no date]
.542 – [cormorants and seagulls on shoreline of lake in taiga; no date. Cf. .645, .963]
.543 – [interior of electrical room at radar site; no date]
.545 – [interior of electrical room at radar site; no date]
.546 – [sunset over Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna; no date]
.547 – [similar to .546]
.548 – [fox; no date]
.549 – [equipment in electrical room at radar site; no date]
.550 – [Statehood float, Anchorage Business & Professional Women’s Club, on parade passing Hewitt’s Drugs on Fourth Avenue; no date, 1959?]
.551 – [brown bears; no date]
.552 – [painting of Will Rogers-Wiley Post memorial; no date]
.553 – [aerial of coastal town; no date. At AFN 2016, location identified as Bethel]
.554 – [dog portrait; no date]
.555 – [similar to .554]
.556 – [porcupine; no date]
.557 – [two helicopters at airport, possibly Sikorsky H-19 Chickasaw; no date. Cf. .500]

“Miscellaneous” [3]
.558 – [scenic of lake, road in foreground; print date May 58]
.559 – [view down paved road to waterfalls; print date Jun 58]
.560 – [man wearing eyeglasses and brimmed cap standing on tundra holding fossilized whale bone; print date Feb 60. Cf. .817]
.561 – [aerial of snow-covered volcano in Aleutian Islands, wing of Air Force airplane in foreground; print date Mar 62]
.562 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, showing damage to Penney’s garage and Shanteri’s; print date Dec 67]
.563 – [view of clearing, possibly along Cook Inlet; print date Dec 67]
.564 – [downed birch trees, possibly Earthquake Park area, Anchorage; print date Dec 67]
.565 – [man standing in front of Air Force helicopter tail number 28708, possibly Piasecki H-21 Workhorse/Shawnee; no date. Cf. .482, 956]
.566 – [woman and child wearing parkas posed outdoors in winter, buildings in background; no date. At AFN 2014, identified as Mabel Harris Henry and possibly her daughter Pauline, location identified as Kotzebue, with government quarters in center background next to Catholic church with steeple]
.567 – [two military men on frozen lake, possibly ice fishing; no date]
.568 – [view through automobile windshield of winter road leading to village; no date. At AFN 2016, location identified as Naknek]
.569 – [view down road paralleling river in canyon, waterfall in distance; no date. Cf. .536]
.570 – [cormorant nest; no date]
.571 – [nest with eggs in it, photographer’s shadow in foreground; no date]
.572 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm, man standing next to Seward Highway in foreground; no date]
.573 – [wooden covered bridge under construction; no date]
.574 – [three white men on beach with two dogs, two men butchering seal, driftwood on beach; no date]
.575 – [winter scene with fishing boat Play Fair pulled onto shore, buildings in background; no date. At AFN 2013, location identified as Bethel. In 2019, boat identified as belonging to Roy Atkins, who ferried people across the river to the airport]
.576 – [view from shore to barge under way; no date]
.577 – Red salmon [fish spawning; no date]
.578 – [waterfowl on water, mother with chicks; no date]
.579 – Mt. Martin [aerial of steaming volcano, Mount Martin; no date]
.580 – Augustine Vol. Isl. [aerial of Augustine Volcano; no date]
.581 – [airplanes on tarmac at airport; no date]
.582 – [fishing boat FWS King in dry dock; no date. Cf. .497]
.583 – [Alaska Native girl and boy standing at airport, Anchorage? No date. Cf. .426]
.584 – [crew working on Humble Oil Sikorsky H-34 helicopter tail number N862 with floats at airport; no date]
.585 – [airplanes on skis at airport in winter, including tail number N5693I; no date]
.586 – [goats or sheep on steep hillside; no date]
.587 – [dog outside log building with sign for U.S. Post Office; no date. Cf. .1023. At AFN 2016, location identified as Copper Center, with airstrip and hangar at right]
.588 – [man wearing eyeglasses, knit cap, and parachute standing next to Jeep inside cargo airplane; no date. Cf. .1067]
.589 – [two men in military uniform standing on gravel runway with baggage, amphibious airplane approaching landing strip in distance; no date]
.590 – [paddle steamer Nenana in dry dock; no date. Cf. .1061]
.591 – [aerial of coastal town and airstrip; no date. At AFN 2016, location identified as Bethel]

B4
“Miscellaneous” [4]
.592 – [flock of seabirds in shallow water; no date]
.593 – [dog teams lined up at start of dog sled race, village buildings in background; no date. At AFN 2016, location identified as Kotzebue]
.594 – [American flag flying over dog teams at start line; no date]
.595 – [female singer coming to the stage, U.S.O. show for 719th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron; no date]
.596 – [man wearing eyeglasses and leather billed cap kneeling on tundra, holding handful of red berries; no date]
.597 – [man walking along washed-out gully on taiga; no date]
.598 – [view down washed-out gully on taiga; no date]
.599 – [pink flowers; print date Oct 73]
.600 – [downed birch trees, possibly Earthquake Park area, Anchorage; print date Dec 67]
.601 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, showing damage and crane on Fifth Avenue, with businesses including Santa Claus Land, Uptown Beauty Salon, HFC Loans, J.C. Penney, and Golden Horseshoe Cocktails; print date Apr 64]
.602 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, showing damage to Four Seasons Apartments; print date Apr 64]

“Miscellaneous” [5]
.603 – [exterior of newly constructed building in clearing, log building at left, outbuilding in foreground; print date May 58]
.604 – [view down dirt road past buildings; print date Sep 58]
.605 – [aerial of city waterfront, not Alaska; print date Jun 61]
.606 – [corrugated metal building with Alaska National Guard Armory sign and ladder propped against wall, bus at left with “Unalakleet Cab” painted on side; print date Jul 61. At AFN 2014, location confirmed as Unalakleet, cab driver/owner identified as Frank Degnan]
.607 – [automobile parked next to large one-story building, smaller building at right; print date Jul 61. At AFN 2014, location identified as old BIA school in Unalakleet]
.608 – Indian Mts. [aerial of building complex on dirt road, Indian Mountain Air Force Base; print date Aug 61]
.609 – [two men in military uniform standing next to gun emplacement; print date Sep 62]
.610 – [construction of large building, not Alaska; print date Jun 66]
.611 – Truck dock, Anch. [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek, with Alaska Railroad headquarters, Port of Anchorage, tractor-trailers parked in foreground; no date]
.612 – Anchorage [distant view of Anchorage Hotel; no date]
.613 – P.O., Anch. [pedestrians and automobiles outside federal building in Anchorage; no date]
.614 – Mt. McKinley Apts. [Fourth Avenue street scene with automobiles and businesses including Arctic Service, McSmith Enterprises, Petzold Oil Burner Parts, Glass Sash & Door Supply, Chevron Gas Station; no date]
.615 – Hospital [Anchorage street scene with Alaska Native Service Hospital, water tower, automobiles, and businesses including Union 76 and Totem Club Drive-In]
.616 – P.O. [pedestrians and automobiles outside federal building in Anchorage; no date]
.617 – 4th Ave. [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east from Cook Inlet, pedestrian crossing street, businesses including Columbia Lumber, Schorn Paints, Inlet Hotel; no date. Cf. .736]
.618 – 5th Ave. [street scene, Fifth Avenue near Gambell Street with automobiles and businesses including National Bank of Alaska, Chevron Gas Station, 5th Avenue Service, Atkins Welding Shop; no date]
.619 – [three young men, one in military uniform, standing in front of buffet table with cake and painted eggs, Easter; no date]
.620 – Hospital [automobiles parked outside Providence Hospital, Anchorage; no date]
.621 – Hosp. [similar to .620]
.622 – [truck on dirt road leading up to hilltop with radome and building under construction, identified in 2014 as Unalakleet Air Force Station under construction; no date]
.623 – [view from beach in winter past low metal fencing to outbuilding, man walking at left; no date]
.624 – Hilltop [bird’s eye view of airstrip at base of rolling hills, with radar site on hilltop, identified in 2014 as distant view of Unalakleet Air Force Station; no date]
.625 – [men in military uniform holding game from hunting, identified in 2014 as Unalakleet Air Force Station staff posing in front of Quonset hut; no date. Cf. .492]
.626 – [man and dog inside electrical room at radar site, identified in 2014 as Unalakleet Air Force Station equipment; no date]
.627 – [interior of electrical room at radar site, identified in 2014 as Unalakleet Air Force Station equipment; no date]
.628 – [interior of electrical room at radar site, identified in 2014 as Unalakleet Air Force Station equipment; no date]
.629 – [painting of men fighting bear; no date]
.630 – [man in military uniform inside electrical room at radar site, identified in 2014 as Unalakleet Air Force Station personnel with equipment in the background; no date]
.631 – [men in military uniform inside electrical room at radar site, identified in 2014 as Unalakleet Air Force Station personnel with equipment in the background; no date]
.632 – [man in military uniform next to bank of control panels inside electrical room at radar site, identified in 2014 as Unalakleet Air Force Station personnel with equipment in the background; no date]
.633 – L.B. & hilltop [bird’s eye view of military installation, radome on hilltop in distance, in 2014 identified as Unalakleet Air Force Station; no date]
.634 – [two men at desk inside electrical room at radar site, identified in 2014 as Unalakleet Air Force Station equipment and personnel; no date. Cf. .245]
.635 – [group of Alaska Native men sitting with baggage on gravel airstrip, Grumman Widgeon airplane tail number N708 at left; no date]
.636 – [similar to. 635]
.637 – [interior of electrical room at radar site, identified in 2014 as generator at Unalakleet Air Force Station; no date]
.638 – [scenic with snow-capped mountains; no date]
.639 – [aerial of Anchorage in winter at twilight, with park strip and Knik Arm; no date]
.640 – [man sitting at kitchen table stringing popcorn for Christmas decoration; no date]
.641 – Para [military airplane dropping parachutes; no date]
.642 – [debris next to buildings; no date]
.643 – [interior of electrical room at unidentified radar site; no date]
.644 – [man walking down trail across taiga; no date]
.645 – [cormorants and seagulls on shoreline of lake in taiga; no date. Cf. .542]
.646 – [wreckage of Air Force airplane crash on taiga in spring, tail number 0-51555[?]; no date. Cf. .436 et seq.]
.647 – [distant view of radome on hilltop in spring, unidentified White Alice site; no date. Cf. .443 et seq.]
.648 – [airplanes on airstrip at unidentified Air Force base, three men in military uniform in foreground; no date]
.649 – [building under construction next to radome at radar site, tentatively identified in 2014 as Kotzebue; no date]
.650 – [aerial of Anchorage looking east, with Ship Creek and Alaska Native Service hospital; no date]
.651 – [military brass on podium outside Bert’s Dugs in Anchorage; no date]
.652 – [similar to .651]
.653 – [similar to .651]
.654 – [parade on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with Shriners in formation passing businesses including the Pioneer Club, man using camera on tripod at left; no date]
.655 – [parade on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with majorette and marching band passing federal building; no date]
.656 – [interior of electrical room at radar site; no date]
.657 – [people outside Eielson Memorial Building, University of Alaska Fairbanks; no date]
.658 – [woman and dog standing outside building with sign for “Office” in winter, automobile parked at right; no date]
.659 – [aerial of unidentified White Alice radar site on snowy mountaintop, tentatively identified in 2014 as Cape Lisbourne; no date]
.660 – [portrait of bus driver; no date]
.661 – [aerial of Anchorage looking north from West Anchorage High School, Cook Inlet at left; no date. Slide printed backwards]
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.662 – [fishing boat in dry dock; print date Jun 58]
.663 – [fishing boat Jesse V in dry dock; print date Jun 58]
.664 – [aerial of mountains; print date Sep 59]
.665 – [aerial of mountains; print date Feb 60]
.666 – [aerial of mountains; print date Feb 60]
.667 – [distant view of White Alice radar site on hilltop, snowy mountains in background; print date Feb 61]
.668 – [moose in ponds, possibly along Seward Highway; print date Jan 67. Cf. .833]
.669 – [collection of luggage tags on refrigerator; print date Apr 69. Cf. .520]
.670 – Alcan [actually view down old Glenn Highway to Knik River bridge; no date]
.671 – [scenic of sunset, house in foreground; no date]
.672 – [similar to .671]
.673 – [scenic of sunset over Mount Susitna; no date]
.674 – [similar to .673]
.675 – [night photography, Fairbanks street scene in winter, with automobiles and businesses including Sani-System Cleaners; no date]
.676 – [night photography, Fairbanks street scene in winter, with automobiles, Christmas decorations, and church with neon “Jesus Saves” sign; no date]
.677 – [set of dinner knives with scrimshawed scenes; no date]
.678 – [man standing on bank of river in spring, village on opposite bank; no date. At AFN 2016, location tentatively identified as Johnson River near Kasigluk]
.679 – [two men climbing hill on winter tundra; no date]
.680 – [scenic of sunset; no date]
.681 – [airplane on airstrip; no date]
.682 – [U.S. Air Force truck hauling lumber and outboard motors mired in the mud; no date. Cf. .853]
.683 – [scenic of taiga; no date]
.684 – [exterior of Eckardt’s Store in winter, Kotzebue; no date]
.685 – [scenic of sunset; no date]
.686 – [scenic with snow-capped mountains, road in middle ground; no date]
.687 – [Tucker Sno-Cat at unidentified radar site; no date]
.688 – [beaver dam in lake on taiga; no date]
.689 – [sign for Lake Louise Recreational Area; no date]
.690 – [scenic of rolling hills and full moon; no date]
.691 – [scenic with wildflowers along creek in foreground, mountains in background; no date]
.692 – [distant view of Air Force base at base of rolling hills and radar site on hilltop, tentatively identified in 2014 as Tatalina; no date]
.693 – [close-up of rotten spring snow; no date]
.694 – [scenic of winter woods, possibly avalanche on mountain in background; no date. Cf. .1083]
.695 – [view down highway in winter; no date]
.696 – [log building with sign Chitina Gospel Chapel; no date. Printed backwards. Cf. .114]
.697 – [bench made of railroad ties and large stone; no date. Cf. .107]
.698 – [moose on snowy taiga; no date]
.699 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm; no date]
.700 – [scenic of fireweed in field, rolling hills in background; no date]
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.701 – [view down highway in winter, river at right; print date Feb 58]
.702 – [aerial of volcano; print date Feb 58]
.703 – [bird’s eye view of highway through taiga, truss bridge in distance; print date May 58]
.704 – [aerial of tundra; print date Sep 58]
.705 – [view from dirt road of radome on hilltop, building and metal barrels in foreground, identified in 2014 as Cape Romanzof White Alice Station; print date Sep 58. Cf. .198]
.706 – [city waterfront and docks, not Alaska; print date Jan 59]
.707 – [snow slide on hills along highway; print date Jun 59]
.708 – [aerial of mountains; print date Feb 60]
.709 – [aerial of mountains; print date Feb 60]
.710 – [aerial of mountains; print date Feb 60]
.711 – [distant view of coastal town from hilltop behind; print date Jul 61. At AFN 2017, location identified as Unalakleet]
.712 – [two men in military uniform and civilian carrying cameras standing in gravel parking lot; print date Jul 61. Cf. .509]
.713 – [aerial of coastal town; print date Jul 61]
.714 – [bird’s eye view of shoreline from top of rocky crag, possibly in tram car; print date Aug 61]
.715 – [aerial of snowy mountain; print date Jan 62]
.716 – [aerial of snowy mountain; print date Jan 62]
.717 – [ship Queen of Prince Rupert coming in to dock; print date Jan 67]
.718 – [fishing boat underway, as seen from deck of ship; print date Jan 67]
.719 – [Inside Passage town, seen from deck of ship, Ketchikan? print date Jan 67]
.720 – [Ketchikan docks as seen from ship; print date Jan 67]
.721 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship; print date Jan 67]
.722 – [freighter at Ketchikan docks as seen from ship; print date Jan 67]
.723 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship, floatplane taxiing in middle ground; print date Jan 67]
.724 – [Ketchikan ferry terminal as seen from ship; print date Jan 67]
.725 – [similar to. 724]
.726 – [wood pulp processing mill, Inside Passage, as seen from ship; print date Jan 67]
.727 – [docks with sign “Welcome to Juneau”; print date Jan 67]
.728 – [aerial of mountains; no date]
.729 – Lt. Beal [man holding camera standing next to Jeep parked on tundra; no date]
.730 – [building nearly buried in snow, probably at radar site; no date]
.731 – [four men posed next to birthday cake indoors, probably radar site personnel; no date]
.732 – [village scene, with playground and buildings in winter; no date]
.733 – [pine tree decorated for Christmas; no date]
.734 – [Standard Oil Company of California tank farm at Naknek; no date]
.735 – [village cemetery in winter; no date. At AFN 2017, location identified as Naknek. Cf. .780]
.736 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east from Cook Inlet, men on bicycles crossing street, businesses including Columbia Lumber, Schorn Paints, Inlet Hotel; no date. Cf. .617]
.737 – [man standing on edge of pier along frozen river, storage tank in distance, King Salmon; no date. Cf. .900]
.738 – [waterfall along highway; no date]
.739 – [aerial of steaming volcano, airplane wing in foreground; no date]
.740 – [aerial of volcano; no date]
.741 – [aerial of building complex on spit; no date. Original image blurry]
.742 – [exterior of housing in winter, coastline in background; no date]
.743 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground; no date]
.744 – [two men standing on bank of frozen river, one holding camera, ice fishing shack on ice at right; no date]
.745 – [man wearing heavy clothing posed on shoreline, village buildings and radomes in background; no date. At AFN 2017, location identified as King Salmon. Cf. .837]
.746 – So. of Anch. [scenic of Chugach Mountains; no date]
.747 – [bird’s eye view of city storefront, not Alaska; no date]
.748 – [aerial of tundra; no date]
.749 – [small airplane, tail number USDN785; no date. Cf. .493, .498. Identified by Ted Spencer as a Boeing YL-15 “Scout” observation plane]
.750 – [aerial of volcano; no date]
.751 – [aerial of Anchorage looking east from Cook Inlet, with park strip; no date]
.752 – [flock of birds on shore flats; no date]
.753 – [dogs tied to trees in wooded area in winter; no date]
.754 – [Mexicana airplane on tarmac at airport; no date]
.755 – [buffet table with Thanksgiving cake, apples, and oranges; no date]
.756 – [scenic of snowy mountain peaks; no date]
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.757 – [view down highway in winter; print date Feb 58]
.758 – [road sign, “You are now leaving Yukon Territory,” Alaska Highway; print date Feb 58]
.759 – [boundary sign for Alaska, Alaska Highway; print date Feb 58]
.760 – [boundary sign for Canada, Alaska Highway; print date Feb 58]
.761 – [purple flower; print date May 58]
.762 – [grave markers and fences in abandoned graveyard, mountains in distance; print date May 58]
.763 – [three men sitting with luggage on Alaska Railroad tracks, with depot and sign for Honolulu; print date Sep 59]
.764 – [conductor descending from Alaska Railroad locomotive no. 1506; print date Sep 59]
.765 – [Alaska Railroad depot at Hurricane; print date Sep 59]
.766 – [man standing next to Bell 47 helicopter N2899B with floats, “Rick” painted on side; print date Jul 60. Cf. .932]
.767 – [street scene, Fifth Avenue in Anchorage, with Jonas Bros. Furs and Pioneer Insurance; print date Jul 60]
.768 – [milepost in village, with mileages to Fish Camp, Siberia, New York, Seattle, Anchorage, and Miami; print date Sep 60. At AFN 2016, location tentatively identified as Sleetmute or McGrath. At AFN 2017, location confirmed as Sleetmute]
.769 – [grass; print date Sep 60]
.770 – [aerial of low-lying island in Aleutian chain; print date Feb 61]
.771 – [fishing boat Norn at dock; print date Jun 61]
.772 – [cemetery on tundra, buildings at left, towers at right; print date Jul 61. At AFN 2017, location identified as Unalakleet]
.773 – [aerial of coastal village; print date Jan 62. At AFN 2016, location tentatively identified as Kotzebue]
.774 – Alcan [bird’s eye view from highway to railroad tracks in valley below; print date Sep 62]
.775 – [view down highway; print date Oct 62]
.776 – [man standing next to highway sign from Bureau of Land Management, “Welcome to Alaska, prevent forest fires!”; print date Oct 62]
.777 – [bird nest with eggs, pocket knife included for size comparison; no date]
.778 – [village school house or church with bell at left, Russian Orthodox cross on roof; no date. At AFN 2017, location tentatively identified as Lazy Bay]
.779 – [sunset over Mount Susitna; no date]
.780 – April 14, 1956 [cemetery in village in winter, buildings along water in background. At AFN 2017, location identified as Naknek. Cf. .735]
.781 – [sunset over Mount Susitna; no date]
.782 – [Church of St. Theresa, with small bell tower at left; no date. At AFN 2013, location tentatively identified as Ruby, possibly Kaltag. Cf. .918]
.783 – [sunset over Mount Susitna; no date]
.784 – [exterior of Alaska Railroad headquarters with Locomotive 1, Anchorage; no date]
.785 – [sunset; no date]
.786 – [lupine; no date]
.787 – [view down highway, truss bridge in distance; no date]
.788 – [sunset; no date]
.789 – [man wearing sunglasses posed next to ferns; no date]
.790 – [man wearing snowshoes and sunglasses and holding rifle waving at camera while standing on winter tundra; no date]
.791 – [man wearing snowshoes and shoulder bag walking on winter tundra; no date]
.792 – Sunrise at King Salmon, Alaska [sunset; no date]
.793 – [sunset; no date]
.794 – [man and woman standing between trailer home and white picket fence, with flower garden; no date]
.795 – [wreckage of airplane crash on tundra, aircraft accident; no date]
.796 – [rushing river in canyon; print date Jun 58]
.797 – [wildflowers; no date]
.798 – [wreckage of airplane crash on tundra, aircraft accident; no date]
.799 – [blueberries; no date]
.800 – [two men walking down road in winter, passing Moravian Mission, Bethel; no date]
.801 – [man standing on dry-docked fishing boat Play Fair, Bethel; no date]
.802 – [sunset; no date]
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.804 – [Alaska Highway road sign for Mount Logan; print date Feb 58]
.805 – [view down Alaska Highway in winter; print date Feb 58]
.806 – [scenic of lake in mountainous area; print date May 58]
.807 – [sunset over Mount Susitna; no date]
.808 – [bird’s eye view of rushing river in canyon; print date Jun 58]
.809 – [glacier surface? print date Jun 58]
.810 – [moose in pond; print date Sep 58]
.811 – [fish drying rack, village buildings in background; print date Sep 58]
.812 – [entrance to barabara; print date Sep 58]
.813 – [seal carcass on rocky beach next to driftwood; print date Jun 59. Cf. .865]
.814 – [skunk cabbage; print date Jun 59]
.815 – Alcan [scenic of mountains and valley glacier terminus; print date Jul 60. Cf. .307]
.816 – [distant view of radar site on hilltop; print date Sep 59]
.817 – [man wearing eyeglasses and brimmed cap standing on tundra holding fossilized whale bone; print date Feb 60. Cf. .560]
.818 – [wildflowers in field; print date Sep 60]
.819 – [cabin in wooded area; print date Sep 60]
.820 – [man feeding juvenile bald eagle; print date Sep 60. Cf. .507]
.821 – [fish drying rack on tundra; print date Jul 61]
.822 – [seal float hanging in village, buildings in background; print date Sep 61. At AFN 2016, location identified as Front Street in Kotzebue, with Jerry Coppock’s house at left, old hospital in center background]
.823 – [man sitting on rocky outcropping; print date Sep 61]
.824 – [reindeer standing next to building; print date Sep 61]
.825 – [aerial of mountains; print date Jan 62]
.826 – [road sign for Jackass Mountain, Cariboo Highway; print date Sep 62]
.827 – [road sign for Jackass Mountain Lookout, Cariboo Highway; print date Sep 62]
.828 – [close-up of driftwood on beach; print date Sep 62]
.829 – [scenic of tundra and mountain; print date Sep 62]
.830 – [aerial of White Alice or DEW Line radar site with radome and tropospheric scatter antennas; print date Sep 62]
.831 – [Alaska Highway sign for Contact Creek; print date Oct 62]
.832 – [view down highway; print date Oct 62]
.833 – [moose in ponds, possibly along Seward Highway; print date Jan 67. Cf. .668]
.834 – [Anchorage residential area in winter, with hoar frost on trees, Chugach Mountains in background; print date Jan 68]
.835 – [close-up of glacier terminus; print date Jun 58]
.836 – [winter scene with Skytel Café Hotel, automobiles parked outside; no date. At AFN 2013, location identified as King Salmon]
.837 – [man ice fishing on frozen lake, radomes in background; no date. At AFN 2017, location identified as King Salmon. Cf. .745]
.838 – [village in winter at twilight; no date]
.839 – So. of Anch. [automobile driving on paved road, fireweed at left, building in background; no date]
.840 – [men hooking pile of lumber to cables attached to tram car, military truck parked at left, unidentified radar site, possibly Romanzof; no date. Cf. .477]
.841 – On way home [man wearing packboard leaning against pile of brush on taiga; no date]
.842 – [fork in road, with signs for Alaska Highway and Valdez, Richardson Highway; no date]
.843 – [man holding fish on pier, people cleaning fish at fish cleaning station in background, boat launch on opposite shore; no date]
844 – [scenic with waterfalls; no date]
845 – [cannery worker in yellow rain gear holding hook, preparing to process fish laid on table; no date]
846 – [man wearing eyeglasses and brimmed cap holding three dead rabbits; no date]
847 – [man wearing eyeglasses holding dead rabbits, many more rabbits laid out on floor of cabin; no date]
848 – [three men hiking in rolling hills of tundra; no date]
849 – [aerial of steaming volcano; no date]
850 – [boats at docks in foreground, storage tank farm in middle ground, mountains in distance. At AFN 2017, location identified as Auke Bay near Juneau]
851 – [scenic of winter taiga; no date]
852 – [Arctic hare in winter woods; no date]
853 – [two men standing next to U.S. Air Force truck hauling lumber and outboard motors mired in the mud; no date. Cf. .682]
854 – [equipment and tents at military installation on tundra in winter, 719th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron? no date]
855 – Karl Keaton cabin, KS [cabin at edge of frozen waterway, buildings at left, tower in background, King Salmon; no date]
856 – [row of tents at military installation in winter, with sign reading “Tent City” and insignia, possibly 719th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron; no date]
857 – [scenic of winter on tundra; no date]
858 – [Rotman Store General Merchandise in winter; no date. At AFN 2013, identified as Front Street, Kotzebue. Cf. .904]
859 – [damaged U.S. Air Force Jeep parked outside outbuildings, possibly at radar site or Air Force base; no date]
860 – 124 para [military airplane dropping parachutes; no date]
861 – [winter street scene in Fairbanks, with automobiles, Christmas decorations, and signs for businesses including Cooper’s Hardware; no date]
862 – [winter street scene in Fairbanks, with automobiles, Christmas decorations, and railroad depot; no date]
863 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm, Seward Highway at left; no date]
864 – [taxi “Airway Cab, King Salmon, Naknek” parked outside brick building with sign for Café Hotel, two men in military uniform walking down steps; no date]
865 – [four men and two dogs on beach, one man leaning over seal carcass laid on driftwood; no date. Cf. .813]
866 – Katmai crater [aerial of volcano; no date]
867 – #373. Moose cow and two calves. Harold W. Johnson, Northern Color Film Co., Cooper Landing [commercial slide. Moose. No date]
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868 – [Alaska Highway truss bridge, with sign for Donjek River; print date Feb 58]
869 – [aerial of volcano; print date Feb 58]
870 – [bird’s eye view of river canyon; print date Jun 58]
871 – [city waterfront, not Alaska; print date Jan 59]
.872 – [bird’s eye view of radar site or Air Force base and surrounding landscape from tram car; print date Sep 59]
.873 – [scenic of ponds on taiga; print date Sep 59]
.874 – Alcan [automobiles parked in front of log cabins, White River Lodge? Print date Jul 60]
.875 – [exterior of building with sign for “U.S. Army Fort Greely Alaska”; print date Sep 60]
.876 – [Sparrevohn International Air Terminal, with large red Air Force Class 530B fire truck in the foreground, White Alice site partially visible in the distance on the hill; print date Sep 60]
.877 – [garden, cabin at right; print date Sep 60]
.878 – KOT [exterior of the Church of St. George’s in the Arctic Episcopal Church at Kotzebue; print date Aug 61]
.879 – [Dall sheep or mountain goats on rocky crag; print date Sep 61]
.880 – [fox on beach; print date Jun 62]
.881 – [similar to .880]
.882 – [aerial of city; print date Sep 62. At AFN 2017, identified as Kodiak, with Near Island in foreground, Three Sisters Mountains in background left]
.883 – [bear print on ground; print date Sep 62]
.884 – [scenic of termination dust on mountains, dirt road at right; print date Oct 62]
.885 – [suspension bridge over river; print date Oct 62]
.886 – [Alaska Highway truss bridge with sign for Morley River; print date Oct 62]
.887 – Alcan [distant view of bridge over Miles Canyon, Yukon River; print date Oct 62]
.888 – [waterfront as seen from ship, Juneau? print date Jan 67]
.889 – [exterior of house in winter, Mercedes Benz automobile in driveway, Anchorage; print date Jan 68]
.890 – [scenic of lake with beaver dam; no date]
.891 – [scenic, with homestead or farm next to lake in middle ground, mountains in distance, no date]
.892 – [man sitting at counter in bar, Territory of Alaska Liquor License on wall, log building; no date]
.893 – [aerial of unidentified radar site on hilltop in winter; no date]
.894 – [man wearing eyeglasses and packboard holding game from hunting, possibly ptarmigans, firearm holster on belt, more birds set on second packboard at left; no date]
.895 – [marmot eating cookies off porch; no date]
.896 – Aug. fish fry [man wearing eyeglasses and chest waders crouching over camp fire, fishing rod and other gear on ground; no date]
.897 – [sunset on tundra, with Quonset hut at left, men pulling small shack on sled runners at right; no date]
.898 – [scenic of sunset, pine trees in foreground]
.899 – Grayling log [man wearing eyeglasses and chest waders standing next to snags on river holding fish; no date]
.900 – Naknek River, K.S. [view down frozen river, storage tanks in distance, King Salmon; no date. Cf. .737]
.901 – [man wearing fur-trimmed parka walking through village in winter, church in background with bell at right; no date. At AFN 2016, location identified as St. Michael]
.902 – [bird’s eye view of bay and glacier, Kachemak Bay? No date]
.903 – [view from water of homestead on beach, with log cabin, drying rack, boat; no date]
.904 – [exterior of Rotman Store General Merchandise in winter, Kotzebue; no date. Cf. .858]
.905 – [number never assigned]
.906 – [man wearing eyeglasses and packboard holding game from hunting, possibly ptarmigan, no date]
.907 – [three men wearing packboards hiking on taiga; no date]
.908 – [aerial of snow-covered mountain; no date]
.909 – [red berries; no date]
.910 – [night photography, street scene with A. Polet Eskimo Arts & Crafts shop; no date. At AFN 2013, building next to Polet’s identified as “Cannon’s, Robert W.”; location confirmed as Nome]
.911 – [scenic of pond on taiga; no date]
.912 – [man wearing eyeglasses and billed cap standing next to small creek with wildflowers; no date]
.913 – [salmonberry; no date]
.914 – [sunset over Turnagain Arm, Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground; no date]
.915 – [sunset over Mount Susitna; no date]
.916 – [winter street scene in Fairbanks, with automobiles, Christmas decorations, and signs for businesses including Pastime Bar, Red Cross Drugs, First National Bank, Northern Tap Room, Dale’s Hollywood, and Sack’s Men’s Shop; no date]
.917 – [winter street scene in Fairbanks, view across Cushman Street Bridge; no date]
.918 – [Church of St. Theresa, with small bell tower at left; no date. At AFN 2013, location tentatively identified as Ruby, possibly Kaltag. Cf. .782]
.919 – [scenic of pond on taiga; no date]
.920 – [beaver pond on lake on taiga; no date]
.921 – [similar to .920]
.922 – [still life with six fish on wooden table; no date]
.923 – [scenic of snow-capped mountains; no date]
.924 – [taxidermied brown bear in vitrine, Museum of the North, University of Alaska Fairbanks; no date]
.925 - #5. Sunset, Turnagain Arm. Harold W. Johnson, Northern Color Film Co., Cooper Landing [commercial slide. No date]
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.926 – [man, woman, and young girl, all in fur parkas, standing near mobile stairway for Reeve Aleutian Airways airplane at airport; print date Feb 58. Cf. .423]
.927 – [bird’s eye view of river valley, snow-capped mountains in distance; print date May 58]
.928 – [scenic of river canyon in mountainous area; print date Jun 58]
.929 – [aerial of mountains; print date Jun 59]
.930 – [aerial of mountains; print date Feb 60]
.931 – [aerial of mountains; print date Feb 60]
.932 – [two men standing next to Bell 47 helicopter with floats at airport, other helicopters in background; print date Jul 60. Cf. .766]
.933 – [scenic of river valley and mountains; print date Sep 60]
.934 – [Alaska Native woman carrying child through village, white man at right; print date Jul 61. At AFN 2016, identified as Jenny Narak Toshavik carrying Ethel Toshavik in front of the Covenant Church in Unalakleet. Woman later identified as Jenny Saren]
.935 – [passengers debarking from Wien Airlines airplane; print date Sep 61]
.936 – [aerial of volcano; print date Sep 61]
.937 – [passengers debarking from Wien Alaska Airlines Arctic Liner airplane; print date Mar 62]
.938 – [stewardess posed on steps of Wien Alaska Airlines Arctic Liner airplane; print date Mar 62]
.939 – [two men standing next to small tracked vehicle at military installation in winter; print date Apr 62]
.940 – [Nome street scene in winter, spectators standing outside Dorothy’s Arctic Oil Delivery; print date Apr 62]
.941 – [musher wearing bib #1 leading dog team down Nome street, past spectators and businesses including A. Polet Eskimo Arts & Crafts; print date Apr 62]
.942-.945 – [scenes from a party, men and women indoors playing games, cf. .419 et seq. and .966 et seq.; at AFN 2013, location identified as Browning Hall, Point Hope; at AFN 2014, location challenged, suggested Episcopal church in Kotzebue. At AFN 2015, location confirmed as Kotzebue]
.942 – [two women wearing parkas and headscarves arm wrestling; no date. At AFN 2014, woman on right identified as Julia Mills Weber. At AFN 2015, woman in background wearing white shirt identified as Ada Ward]
.943 – [At AFN 2014, woman seated at far right tentatively identified as Mamie Reich. At AFN 2015, woman wearing eyeglasses in background identified as Ida Hadley]
.944 – [at AFN 2013, woman wrestling tentatively identified as Maritta Aiken; at AFN 2014, suggested Dora Leavitt or Gracie Pikok. At AFN 2015, identified as Lena Hanna]
.945 – [at AFN 2014, man wearing red hat tentatively identified as Joe Harris. At AFN 2015, men holding broom identified as Franklin Harris in red hat and Arvid Nelson wearing red shirt, man on floor as Enoch Howarth, woman seated second left as Molly Sheldon, woman seated fourth left as Dora Hadley]
.946 – [musher leading team down winter trail, Anchorage; no date]
.947 – [Alaska Native man in Army uniform sitting on bed with older Alaska Native woman working seal skin inside house; no date. At AFN 2017, location tentatively identified as Oscarville or Napaskiak. At AFN 2018, identified as John Octuck, possibly with mother-in-law Martha Todhunter]
.948 – [winter scene with Alaska Aeromarine airplane parked next to Skytel Café Hotel and General Store, two radomes in background; no date. At AFN 2013, location identified as King Salmon]
.949 – [aerial of rocky coastline, airplane wing in foreground; no date]
.950 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground; no date]
.951 – [passengers waiting next to airplane on airstrip, Piper PA-22 Tri-Pacer tail number N3549A; no date]
.952 – [abandoned airplane covered in snow on winter tundra; no date]
.953 – [dog indoors, walking near pair on snowshoes on floor, man standing at left; no date]
.954 – [two Alaska Native children wearing fur-trimmed parkas standing next to Wien Airlines terminal building; no date]
.955 – [Air Force jet airplane coming in for landing over airstrip; no date]
.957 – [town as seen from waterfront, Seward? No date]
.958 – [scenic with waterfalls; no date]
.959 – [Alaska Native woman with girl and boy posed outdoors in winter, platform and building in background; no date. Cf. .476. At AFN 2018, location identified as Dillingham]
.960 – [four men standing next to airplane, second airplane in background with tail number 0-49215; no date]
.961 – [passengers seated inside commercial airplane, some in military uniform, stewardess seated at back; no date]
.962 – [automobiles and airplanes outside terminal building, Anchorage International Airport? No date]
.963 – [cormorants and seagulls on shoreline of lake in taiga; no date. Cf. .542]
.964 – [Pacific Northern Airlines DC-3 airplane tail number N37465 on airstrip, PNA truck at right, stewardess walking in foreground, ground worker in white coveralls walking near airplane; no date]
.965 – [bird’s eye view of military installation in shadow on tundra, sunlight and termination dust on hilltops; no date]
.966–.971 – [scenes from a party, men and women indoors playing games, cf. .419 et seq. and .942 et seq.; at AFN 2013, location identified as Old Presbyterian Church, Barrow; at AFN 2014, identified as episcopal church, or Cudd Hall, Kotzebue, and occasion as anaqtaqsaq (Christmas games). At AFN 2015, location confirmed as Kotzebue]
.966 – [several women seated on bench along wall; at AFN 2014, woman at left wearing green headscarf and fur parka with geometric decoration identified as Julia McClelland Weber, third woman from left wearing red headscarf identified as Eunice Sims]
.967 – [At AFN 2015, man wearing fur ruff of hood up around face identified as Doc Harris]
.968 – [At AFN 2015, spectators standing in background identified as (right to left): Fannie Flood, Aurora Madsen, Norma Mills, Mary Schaeffer, Bernice Greene, Irene Hunnicutt, unknown, Rhoda Greene]
.969 – [At AFN 2014, man holding broom and wearing red hat tentatively identified as Art Fields. At AFN 2015, other man holding broom identified as Willie Thomas, man seated behind and directly left of Thomas as Raymond Lee Wik, man to left of Wik as Ray Snyder, man in background directly right of Thomas as Amos Foster]
.970 – [at AFN 2013, woman third from left in back identified as Hester Simmonds, woman fifth from left as Nita Tukle; at AFN 2014, woman in back row left identified as Martha, woman wearing white headscarf and green parka as Hester Simmonds Tukle, woman wearing green headscarf and parka as Julia Mills. At AFN 2015, woman right of Julia Mills identified as Nita Tukle, woman right of Nita as Rhoda Greene]
.971 – [at AFN 2013, wrestler on left tentatively identified as Olive Kanayurak. At AFN 2015, wrestler on left identified as Maggie Swanson, young boy in center background as Frank Jones]
.972 – [aircraft accident, green and orange [unreadable] Air Service airplane crashed on taiga, mountains in distance, Anchorage? No date]
.973 – [military marching band and tanks on parade on Fourth Avenue at F Street in Anchorage, All-America City and Fur Rendezvous banners over street, McKinley Apartments in background; no date]
.974 – [exterior of Anchor Point Store, gasoline pumps at right; no date]
.975 – [two men standing in doorway of Air Force airplane “Prince of Wales” on gravel airstrip; no date]
.976 – [aerial of volcano; no date]
.977 – [aerial of steaming volcano; no date]

“Miscellaneous” [12]
.978 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, damage to Government Hill school; print date Dec 67]
.979 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, damage on Fourth Avenue, looking west from Denali Theater; print date Dec 67]
.980 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, damage to Penney’s garage, soldier manning barricade in foreground; print date Dec 67]
.981 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, damage to Penney’s garage; print date Dec 67]
.982 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, damage to Denali Theater; print date Dec 67]
.983 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, damage to Government Hill school; print date Dec 67]
.984 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, damage to Government Hill school; print date Dec 67]
.985 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, damage to houses in Turnagain neighborhood; print date Dec 67]
.986 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, damage to houses in Turnagain neighborhood; print date Dec 67]
.987 – [1964 earthquake, Anchorage, cleared section of the beach in Turnagain area; print date Dec 67]
.988 – [sunset over Mount Susitna; no date]
.989 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake, with visitors and automobiles along shore; no date]
.990 – [man wearing eyeglasses sitting in bow of boat, holding up fish; no date]
.991 – [small airplane, tail number USDI N785; no date. Cf. .493. Identified by Ted Spencer as a Boeing YL-15 “Scout” observation plane]
.992 – [amphibious airplane, possibly Alaska Coastal Airlines Grumman Goose, on airstrip, mountains in distance; no date]
.993 – [musher wearing bib #5 kicking down Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, dog in sled basket, Fur Rendezvous; no date]
.994 – [musher leading team past federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, Fur Rendezvous; no date]
.995 – [automobiles crossing steel trestle bridge on highway; no date]
.997 – [men in military uniform standing next to Air Force airplane, Jeep being loaded into cargo area; no date]
.998 – [railroad trestle bridge across frozen river; no date. Cf. .1099]
.999 – [musher leading team past federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, Fur Rendezvous; no date]
.1000 – [man taking photograph of woman posed next to Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1 outside Fairbanks depot; no date. Cf. .1062]
.1001 – [automobiles parked outside Copper Center Roadhouse; no date]
.1002 – [musher leading team past spectators, merry-go-round, and businesses including National Bank of Alaska; no date]
.1003 – [log church on bluff with pine trees; no date. At AFN 2017, location identified as Paimiut Catholic mission]
.1004 – [man walking past house with wooden lattice fence and flag post; no date. Cf. .1052]
.1005 – [man wearing Air Force uniform sitting at desk, manning radio communications, sign reading “AKIFAQ” at left; no date]
.1006 – [exterior of Cordova airport terminal, with signs for Cordova Airlines and Pacific Northern Airlines, baggage carts at right, movable stairways at left; no date]

35mm negatives
.1007 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher wearing bib #8 leading team down street]
.1008 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher leading team past federal building]
.1009 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, portrait of musher wearing bib #8]
.1010 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher leading team past F Street]
.1011 – [similar to .1010]
.1012 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher leading team past businesses including Smart Shop]
.1013 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher leading team past businesses including National Bank of Alaska, All-America City banner over street]
.1014 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher leading team past businesses including National Bank of Alaska]
.1015 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher wearing bib #6 leading team past businesses including National Bank of Alaska]
.1016 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher bib #5 leading team past businesses including National Bank of Alaska]
.1017 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher wearing bib #5 leading team past spectators]
.1018 – [Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher leading team past businesses including National Bank of Alaska]
Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, young musher leading single dog past National Bank of Alaska.

Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, young musher leading single dog past National Bank of Alaska.

Aerial of lake?

Man in civilian clothing sitting at desk with radio communication equipment.

dog outside log building with sign for U.S. Post Office; no date. Cf. .587. At AFN 2016, location identified as Copper Center.

Debris on tundra?

Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, young musher leading single dog past spectators and merry-go-round.

Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, young musher leading single dog past spectators and merry-go-round.

Wildflowers

Wildflowers

Wildflowers

Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher wearing bib #2 leading team past spectators in front of City Hall.

Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, young musher leading single dog past spectators and National Bank of Alaska.

Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, young musher leading single dog past spectators and National Bank of Alaska.

Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, young musher leading single dog past spectators and merry-go-round.

Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher leading team past businesses including National Bank of Alaska, All-America City banner over street.

Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races on Fourth Avenue, musher leading team past businesses including National Bank of Alaska, All-America City banner over street.

Scenic of taiga, homestead in middle ground

View down highway in winter

Milepost 0 at Dawson Creek. Cf. .260

Milepost 0 at Dawson Creek

View down highway in winter

View out over ocean with sea ice

Boats in cove

Bird on water

Boats near rocky shoreline

Birds on water

View out over ocean with sea ice

Scenic in wooded area

Scenic in wooded area

Scenic in wooded area
1050 – [snow?]
1051 – [view down highway in winter]
1052 – [man walking past house with wooden lattice fence and flag post; no date. Cf. .1004]
1053 – [spirit houses in cemetery, Eklutna?]
1054 – [spirit houses in cemetery, Eklutna?]
1055 – [interior of Russian Orthodox church, Eklutna?]
1056 – [interior of Russian Orthodox church, Eklutna?]
1057 – [scenic of landscape]
1058 – [scenic of landscape]
1060 – [exterior of Santa Claus House, North Pole]
1061 – [paddle steamer Nenana in dry dock. Cf. .590]
1062 – [man taking photograph of woman posed next to Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1 outside Fairbanks depot. Cf. .1000]
1063 – [distant view of Creamer’s Dairy. Cf. .85]
1064 – [aerial of winding river, road, farm land]
1065 – [interior of cockpit of airplane. Cf. .74]
1066 – [man in military uniform sitting next to parked Jeep, possibly inside airplane. Cf. .194]
1067 – [man wearing eyeglasses, knit cap, and parachute standing next to Jeep inside cargo airplane. Cf. .588]
1068 – [interior of cargo airplane]
1069 – [interior of cargo airplane]
1070 – [wildflowers]
1071 – [tram or power cable lines running from radar site to base below]
1072 – [tram or power cable lines running from radar site to base below]
1073 – [view from tram car of unidentified White Alice site, with tropospheric scatter antennas]
1074 – [two men holding stringer of fish, Jeep parked at right]
1075 – [fish laid on ground, with ruler for size comparison]
1076 – [man kneeling on ground, holding stringer of fish]
1077 – [scenic of ocean and coastline]
1078 – [view up to unidentified White Alice site on hilltop, with radomes]
1079 – [scenic of ocean and coastline]
1080 – [scenic of surf]
1081 – [view down highway in winter]
1082 – [view down highway in winter]
1083 – [scenic of winter woods, possibly avalanche on mountain in background. Cf. .694]
1084 – [scenic of winter woods with pond]
1085 – [view down highway, truss bridge in distance]
1086 – [view down highway in winter]
1087 – [plaque, “Dedicated to the memory of pioneer stage drivers”]
1088 – [scenic of wooded area]
1089 – [distant view of highway bridge over canyon in mountainous area]
1090 – [view down highway, truss bridge in distance]
.1091 – [view down highway, truss bridge in distance]
.1092 – [scenic of wooded area]
.1093 – [view down highway]
.1094 – [fishing boat coming into harbor]
.1095 – [boat Hosky in dry dock]
.1096 – [wildflowers]
.1097 – [scenic of river canyon]
.1098 – [view down highway]
.1099 – [railroad trestle bridge across frozen river. Cf. .998]
.1100 – [view down highway, trestle bridge in distance]
.1101 – [scenic of taiga in winter]
.1102 – [view down highway in winter]
.1103 – [scenic of taiga in winter, photographer’s shadow in foreground]
.1104 – [view down highway in winter]
.1105 – [view down highway in winter]
.1106 – [view down highway in winter]
.1107 – [view down highway in winter]
.1108 – [view down highway in winter]
.1109 – [view down highway in winter]
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